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It is strictly forbidden to store private data, music, pictures, films,
backup of workstations and any document which constitute any
form of illegal activity and in particular those which are offensive to
human dignity, are of a pornographic nature, incite racial hatred or
advocate crime or violence.

This document describes the current storage organization of Vital-IT and defines some
rules about its usage. We need to re-specify the usage of the different parts of the
infrastructure as we have seen increasing demand in both storage and computing
requirements.

The systems in Vital-IT have access to a wide range of storage pools, each one hav-
ing its specific usage characteristics.
The next sections of this document will describe the major storage pools available,
their main usage goals and some technical aspects, like backup, quota, etc. The docu-
ment is centered on the Vital-IT/Lausanne cluster, but applies also to the same
filesystems at the Vital-IT/EPFL and Vital-IT/Geneva clusters.

Introduction

Filesystems

Mount Point Read / Write Shared
Full / Partial Quota Backup Auto-cleaned

/db

/mnt/common

/mnt/local

/home

/scratch/frt

/scratch/cluster

/scratch/local

/archive

– Not applicable – See filesystem description for details
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This document describes the standard storage areas provided to every Vital-IT HPC
user. It is intended to give some typical usage-case guidelines.
The field of Bioinformatics spans various areas which all require different resources
from an HPC center. Users will have to adapt their workflow from running on their
desktop computer to the shared multi-user environment of a computing center like
Vital-IT. Before working on our HPC infrastructure please make sure you understand
how this specialized working environment is set up and is meant to be used and con-
tact the Vital-IT team with any question you may have (see “Contact Information”
below).
Some projects or groups may have very specific requirements in storage or other com-
puting resources that do not fit well with the provided standard setup. Most of these
can be implemented in the framework of a well-defined collaboration.

General Information

Technical Information

For further technical information about the usage of the Vital-IT infrastructure, please
read:

• Vital-IT usage tutorial:
<http://edu.isb-sib.ch/course/view.php?id=72>

• Vital-IT support web page:
<http://www.vital-it.ch/support/>

Contact Information

Vital-IT’s staff can be contacted for questions regarding bioinformatic workflows, clus-
ter usage, new projects, etc. Please use one of the following email addresses depend-
ing on the type of your enquiry:

• Vital-IT project, software or usage related questions:
<projects@vital-it.ch>

• Vital-IT technical, hardware or system administration related questions:
<sysops@vital-it.ch>
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Read-onlyUser restrictions Fully sharedBioinf. databases

/db – Bioinformatic Databases

Contains a collection of public bioinformatic databases.

This directory is structured in such a way that you can identify the database, the ver-
sion and its type based on the name of the path or file.
Many databases are updated on a weekly basis (i.e. Swiss-Prot, UniProtKB, EMBL,
etc.) whereas some are updated manually by Vital-IT staff and appointed database
maintainers when new releases become available.
Before downloading databases into your own Vital-IT storage space, please check that
the database is not already present in /db.
Inquiries for information about the presence, the status or adding a database should
be addressed to the <projects@vital-it.ch> email address.

• Shared on the whole cluster
• Read-only
• Updates by Vital-IT staff and db maintainers only
• No standard backup
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/mnt/common – Dedicated Software Suites
Contains a collection of specialized software suites.

This directory provides access to specialized software suites for UHTS, LC-MS/MS,
Phylogeny, R-BioC, DevTools and others.
In order to use these software packages shell environment scripts are available.
Inquiries for information about the usage, availability or installation of a specialized
software package should be addressed to <projects@vital-it.ch>.

Contains a large collection of standard bioinformatic tools.

A searchable list of all available pre-compiled software packages is available at
<http://www.vital-it.ch/support/tools.html>.
If you need a new software package which might be useful to others, it can be
installed here. A software installation request should be sent to <projects@vital-
it.ch> and should provide information about where to find the source code of the soft-
ware package, its goal as well as scientific and computational advantages it would pro-
vide you or the Vital-IT user base.
Each installation request will be evaluated by the Vital-IT staff and acted upon as soon
as possible. Nevertheless, depending on the complexity of the software to be installed
and the steps needed to validate it for correctness, the procedure may take from sev-
eral minutes up to several days.
Some software packages have very short release cycles. We will not be able to cope
with every single version release, so we ask you to evaluate the scientific advantage of
updating the version of a given software package, e.g., a version upgrade may be sig-
nificant if it corrects the computation of a p-value, whereas a modification of the pro-
gram’s output format may not be enough to justify an upgrade.
We reserve the right to decline a software installation request.

/mnt/local – Pre-compiled Software Packages

• Shared on the whole cluster
• Read-only
• Updates by Vital-IT staff only

Read-onlyUser restrictions Fully sharedExecutables

http://www.vital-it.ch/support/tools.html
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• You can check your quota usage with the UNIX command:
quota -s

Checking your quota

/home/<username> – Cluster User Home

Contains the home directory of each Vital-IT user.

Every user has a quota of 5 GB on his/her home directory.
This quota is enforced to ensure that this extremely important directory keeps a high
availability and good performance at all times. This is not possible if users were
allowed to store or access large data volumes simultaneously from many compute
nodes.
This directory should only contain the shell environment scripts and a small amount of
important files and data. It is not intended for storing large datasets (see /scratch and
/archive sections for more information about large storage areas).
The /home directories are backed up every night by a traditional backup system.

• User Home directory
• 5 GB quota per user
• Shared on the whole cluster
• Read and Write
• Nightly backup

Read & WriteUser access Fully sharedQuota

• Not a storage for large datasets
• Not a working directory for I/O intensive cluster computations

Backup
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/archive/<entity>/<group>/<username> – Archival Space

Dedicated to archiving large scientific datasets.

This directory is strictly dedicated to the storage of scientific data.
The storage is based on an HSM (Hierarchical Storage Management). This means
that data is stored first on disk and continuously backed up to magnetic tapes. If this
data is not accessed for some time, it is removed from disk and a pointer to tape is left,
so that the user has the impression that his file is still there. If the user tries to open a
file, which does not reside on disk, it has to be retrieved from tape, which might take
up to a few minutes. This allows for a much lower storage cost and higher capacity.
However, it is not optimal to store office data, as opening a file that is on tape will
result in a sizeable delay during which the computer might seem frozen.
It is strongly discouraged to run scripts on the cluster from these directories because
the files necessary (executables and/or input files) might be on tape and retrieving
them could take a long time which is accounted into the job run time. However,
important files that need backup can be written directly to /archive, but these should
be in the form of compressed archives (see paragraph on “Optimum performance”
below).
It is forbidden to store temporary files in this archive as it generates a burden which
disrupts the quality of service to all users.

Optimum performance with this filesystem is achieved when working with a smaller
number of medium-sized files (which can be up to several GBytes), rather than a large
number of small files. Therefore it is highly recommended to store compressed
archives (tarballing or zipping) of your result directories instead of the full directory tree.
In Vital-IT@UNIL /archive is visible on every node but on the Geneva and EPFL sites,
it will only be available on the front-end servers due to current network bandwidth.

• User or Group long term archival directory
• HSM based filesystem
• Lausanne: Read-only on computenodes, Read & Write on front-end
• Geneva & EPFL: Shared on the front-end servers (Read & Write)
• A symbolic link in the user’s home directory points to his/her archive space
• Continuous backup
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• You can check if a file is truncated from disk with the command:
/mnt/local/bin/onDisk

Checking file truncation state

/archive – Archival Space (Continued)

• Not a storage for temporary files
• Not a storage for large number of small files – use compressed archives
• Not a working directory for I/O intensive cluster computations

Write access to the /archive filesystem is only available on front-
end servers and specific compute servers (like rserv, dee-serv01,
etc).

Partially Read & WriteUser access Partially shared Backup

– See filesystem description for details

Best Practice – Input / Output Dataflow
• Before job execution,

input data should be copied from /archive to a /scratch area
• During job execution,

the working directory should be on a /scratch area
• After job execution,

important results should be transferred as a zipped archive to your /archive
storage

For technical reasons, i.e., reducing file fragmentation on disk,
large files may be truncated from disk automatically even if they
have been accessed recently.
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• /scratch/cluster/daily – Files older than 1 day are deleted
• /scratch/cluster/weekly – Files older than 1 week are deleted
• /scratch/cluster/monthly – Files older than 1 month are deleted
• /scratch/cluster/3monthly – Files older than 3 months are deleted

Cleaning Policies

/scratch/cluster – Shared Scratch Space

Dedicated to short-term storage of temporary files without backup.

This filesystem’s primary goal is to provide the user with a large temporary storage
area which is shared. It is visible to every server and compute node of each Vital-IT
computing cluster.
Each individual Vital-IT cluster (Lausanne, Geneva and EPFL) has its own
/scratch/cluster storage. This means that nodes from one cluster can not access
files in /scratch/cluster of another cluster.
It should be used as the working directory during computations in order to read or write
files that are either too large for local storage (see /scratch/local) or need to be
shared between computing jobs running on different nodes of one of Vital-IT’s clusters.
This filesystem is automatically cleaned of old files, based on their last modification
date. The cleaning policy depends on the sub-directory where the files are stored.
Please refer to the information box below for currently implemented cleaning policies.
Every user has a quota of 1 TB on the filesystem. Users needing a larger amount of
disk space should contact <sysops@vital-it.ch>.

• Shared scratch space for temporary files
• 1 TB quota per user
• Shared locally on every cluster
• Read and Write
• No backup
• Automatic cleaning
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Read & WriteUser access Locally sharedQuota

/scratch/cluster – Shared Scratch Space (Continued)

Auto-cleaned

• Ideal for temporary storage of large intermediate input or output files
• Ideal for files that need to be accessed from different compute nodes
• Ideal as a working directory during computations

• Less efficient for I/O intensive cluster computations (see /scratch/local)
• No backup of data
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/scratch/local – Local Scratch Space

Dedicated to short-term storage of temporary files on one node without backup.

This filesystem’s primary goal is to provide the user with a small temporary storage
area which is local to one compute node.
Each computing node and computation server has a local disk available under the
/scratch/local mount-point. Its size varies between 20 GB to 60 GB depending on
the machines architecture. Some computing servers may have up to 1 TB of local stor-
age.
It should be used as the working directory for computations with intense disk I/O (like
creating/deleting thousands of temporary files, intensely reading from or writing to
intermediate buffer files, etc.).
This storage area is only visible on the machine currently running your computation;
for files that should be visible to other nodes during computation, please use
/scratch/cluster.
This filesystem is automatically cleaned of old files, based on their last modification
date. The cleaning policy depends on the sub-directory where the files are stored.
Please refer to the information box below for currently implemented cleaning policies.
No quota nor backup is implemented for /scratch/local.

• /scratch/local/daily – Files older than 1 day are deleted
• /scratch/local/weekly – Files older than 1 week are deleted

Cleaning Policies

• Scratch space for temporary files local to one node
• Limited disk space (between 20 GB to 60 GB)
• I/O Efficient
• No quota
• Read and Write
• No backup
• Automatic cleaning
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Read & WriteUser access Auto-cleaned

/scratch/local – Local Scratch Space (Continued)

• Ideal for temporary storage of small intermediate input or output files
• Ideal as a working directory for I/O intensive computations

• No storage for files that need to be shared to other nodes (see
/scratch/cluster)

• No storage for large files (disk size limited to a few GB)
• No backup of data
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This is a legacy filesystem and will be taken out of service shortly.
Its use is strongly discouraged.

/scratch/frt – Legacy Scratch Space

Dedicated to short-term storage of temporary files without backup.

This filesystem provided Vital-IT’s legacy scratch area for large temporary files without
backup. It is based on old hardware and will be decommissioned shortly.
This storage area is automatically cleaned of old files, based on their last modification
date. The cleaning policy depends on the sub-directory where the files are stored.
Please refer to the information box below for currently implemented cleaning policies.
Quotas are implemented on a flexible basis when the fill level limit is reached.
Data on /scratch/frt is not backed-up.

• /scratch/local/hourly – Files older than 1 hour are deleted
• /scratch/local/daily – Files older than 1 day are deleted
• /scratch/local/weekly – Files older than 1 week are deleted
• /scratch/local/monthly – Files older than 1 month are deleted
• /scratch/local/yearly – Files older than 1 year are deleted

Cleaning Policies

Read & WriteUser access Fully sharedQuota Auto-cleaned
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